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The Proofs of Evolution
. :~:j
I

By

(An outline 0/ the proojs 0/ evol,ution Kill be presented in
three articles, 0/ which this is the first. T he second article,
"TfI hat the Rocks and Geography Prove," will appear in October;
the third article, "What Structures and Embryos and Blood
Prove," u;ill appear in November.)
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hard to forgive his speechifying in f avor of an antiquated
bit of theology.
In 1860 the evolution theory seemed to most scholars
a~ comical as the theory of the earth's motion had once
seemed. They wrote thousands of articles and books
against it. In 1870 the ordinary educated man could
not tell whether evolution was going to live or die.
In 1830 he had 10 be dubious. By 1890 most of the
leading biologists and geologists had accepted evolution,
and it ,,,as entered in encyclopedias as a well-established
part of science. By 1920 no reputable biologist could be
found who doubted evolution. People \,'ho orate against
it in 1928 are just like Uncle Jasper-\,'ell·meaning men
who think by the standards of a past generation.
The Uncle Jaspers of 1928 do not understand what
"a unanimous vote of specialists" means. They suppose
that scientific knowledge can still be debated by hashing
up ancient ignorance and spouting it eloquently. They
are not afraid to argue against atoms or disease-germs
or radio-against any part of science that is unanimously
accepted by the only men \\-ho know. An Uncle Jasper
thinks Ihat his own powerful mind is able, by itself, to
judge scientific evidence and decide pro or con.
But the wisest man in the world cannot tell, from
mere reading of books, whether the earth does move or
microbes do cause scarlet fever. The eddence is highly
technical and complicated; the best expert might be
misled in ils mazes. All that you and I can do is to see
a simple outline of the evidence and then resolve not
to be Uncle Jaspers holding out against a unanimous
decision of the specialists \"ho devote their lives to study
of the question.
So I have put this proof-the biggest and most im·
portant-at the beginning. It is the one that must be
our guidc through the other proof~. No one of the
proofs Ihat follow is convincing in itself. Each is just
a section of the whole mass of evidence. And the whole
mass would not be com'incing if it were not for this
great fact: The combined proofs have been unanimously
accepted by specialists.

1. THE SPECIALISTS ARE UNAl\IMOUS
HEN Darwin had worked for more than t\"enty
years on his theory of evolufion, he submitted the
evidence to three skeptical men in whom he had the
most confidence: the keenest anatomist, the most observ·
ant geologist, and the most
hard-boiled botanist in the
world. They examined the
evidence critically; each decided that Darwin might be
wrong, but might be right.
Even if they could have got
together as a committee and
could have devoted their
time for a year to threshing
out the evidence, they would
not ha\'e been wise enough
to announce a final verdict,
of Proyed or 1\'Ot Proved.
HE:"SHAW WARD
No man was ever wise
enough to judge a theory by
merely using his own mind on the evid('nce. The most
acute mind has to wait to see what flaws other men will
find. Since scientists are all eager for fame, it is certain
that some of them will detect every weakness. As the
years go by, the judgment of specialists will crvstallize:
if the great majority of them vote no, the th~ory will
probably die; if all specialists finally vote yes, the
theory becomes a part of our common culture and is
taught in the colleges. Every theory has to run the
same merciless gauntlet.
A good parallel to evolution is the astoundinotheorv..
c
that the earth moves around the sun. This is the weird.
est and most incredible idea that ever had to endure
the whipping and clubbing of the learned world. For
we can see the sun moving around us, and no eye will
ever behold directly the proof that we move around the
H. WHAT BREEDJl\G PnoVEs
sun. During twenty centuries the theory of the earth's
Evolution means to some people that "man is de·
motion was considered a comical guess. But it was
gaining favor in 1600, and had a majority vote by 1700. scended from monkeys," but in science it means that
So much new evidence for it came through lenses that all forms of life have developed from simple ancestors.
the astronomers had accepted it unanimously by 1800. Darwin's studies began wilh the changes in plants and
But of course many learned men in other lines re· :Ulima15; his conclusions about man camp. at the end
mained doubtful for a time. So late as 1850 there were er his reasoning. These articles will follow Darwin's
college professors in the United States who would ha"e course and will begin with an experiment in plant.
preferred that this humiliating and atheistical theory of breeding.
a re,'olving earth should not be taught to their students.
For fourteen years the Inter-Continental Rubber ComSo late as 1880 a colored orator of Richmond, Uncle pany has employed specialists to' domesticate a rubberJ~sper, was famous for· his address, which he delivered
bearing shrub that grows in Mexico and Texas, "guayule"
hundreds of times, "The Sun Do Move." Leading white
(gwi.u-Iay).;> Great issues depend upon this breeding.
men of Richmond testified to the mental abilitv and
See the admirable ?-flicle by D. T. ~fcDougall in the Scientific
high character of Uncle Jasper, though they fo~nd it A meric«n for J ul)', 1928.
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For America needs 66% of the world's rubber, but Texas and California farming. Of course he discarded
controls only 2%% of the rubber plantations; so keen all rubber plants that were varying in the direction of
and desperate is the rivalry for rubber that it may be- producing less rubber. By saving the right variations
come one of the causes of a great war; to produce rub- and discarding the wrong ones he was gradually prober is now a national necessity. So we may be sure ducing the sort of plant that can furnish automobile
that the hard-headed managers of a great corporation tires. For the selected variations are preserved and
and the hard-headed Dr. l'v1acCallum whom they employ transmitted by heredity to succeeding generations. This
are not working by any empty theory. They are not is the principle of "selection." It is no more theoretical
guided by feelings about philosophy or theology. They lhan the price you will have to pay for an inner tube
are strenuously trying to get hold of more rubber by if the united States cannot grow its own rubber.
methods that are most likely to secure results.
All breeders of plallts and allimals have known for
Dr. MacCallum's method is the basic principle of centuries this method of selecting favorable variations
evolution, and the steps of bis work illustrate one line and building up what is usefnl to man. It is the process
of proof of that theory. He believes in evolution as which has given us the valuable varieties of wheat, corn,
thoroughly as a cotton-grower believes in rain; and he roses, cattle, horses, and fowls. There is not a farmer
know'S that an enemy of -evolution is an enemy of indus- in the United States who thinks that this process of
try and civilization and hurse sense.
breeding by selection is untrue. Every farmer knows
In the first place, he knows-as every farmer knows that selection is the foundation of modern agriculture.
-that a young rubber plant will be Yery much like its
Darwin wondered whether there might not be in nature
parents. It will inherit all their traits of forming roots a process similar to this artificial o~e. He knew that
and leaves and filling its tissues with a rubber that can some variations must help a plant or animal to do betbe made into Ford tires. This is the principle of "hered- ter in the struggle for existence, and that some variation::;
ity." It is no more theoretical than a rubber tire. Off- must be unfavorable and cause it to die. "May it not
spring tend to resemble their parents.
be," he wondered, "that the conditions of life are always
But Dr. MacCallum also knows that no young plant killing off unfavorable variations and allowing only the
ever resembles its parents completely. It may have been favorable ones to multiply?" If this was the case, then
a trifle speedier in sprouting from its seed; it may be the forces of nature ,,'ould always be tending to presene
slightly more able to with!'tand drought; it may be some- variations in certain directions and to kill them off in
what more able to endure a cold summer; its fibers may other directions. If nature had operated thus over very
contain a higher percentage of rubber. Every plant long periods of time-millions of years-it might gradand animal varies to some extent from being an exact ually have caused an animal to become vastly different
duplicate of its parents. This is tbe principle of "varia- from its remote ancestors. Perhaps all the millions of
tion." It is no more a theory than a steering-gear is. varieties of plants and animals had been produced by
For fourteen years Dr. MacCallum has been busy this sort of evolution.
selecting those shrubs that have varied in ways which
Darwin did not fall in love with his new theory just
will make them more profitable as domesticated plants. because it looked pretty. Nor would scientists ever have
First he selected from a bewildering lot of wild varieties ilccepted it just because it seemed probable. Evolution
the few that were most promising. Then from the off- would have remained a mere guess if no other kinds
spring of these he selected the variations that tended to of eyidence had been discovered. The other kinds will
sprout and develop at the times that are best fitted for be de5cribed in the next two articles.
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have been modelcd by Dr. J. H. McGregor, Professor of Zo<>log)'
at Columbia University and Research Associate in Human Anat·
omy at the IVluseum. This means that they are the best racial
portraits our present knowledge permits, for Dr. l'vlcGregor is
a careful and skilled sculptor-anatomist and devoted a good part
of five years to the making of these likenesses of the ancient
races of mankind. This was no mere work of artistic imagination,
but a task of scientific accuracy done by the man who has made
himself the world's foremost authority in his field.
Our cover this month shows his reconstruction of Neanderthal
man, whose race lived in Europe some twenty·five to seventyfive thousand years ago. He told the story of its making. For
a start, hc had plaster casts of many fragmcnts, several fine jaws
and se"en fossil skulls upon which t<> base it. The skull of La
Chapelle.aux·Saints, France, which han proved to be most c('m

plete wben pieced together, was used as the base for this particular head. As the original fossils, besides all being in European museums. were much too delicate and valuable, plaster
casts were used throughout the work.
The first job was to restore the missing teeth and nasal bones
by comparing similar parts from kindred remains, making them
over, of course, to fit the parts that were intact. The hole in
the skull was readily filled by using 1he other half as a model.
On this nearly perfect cast was then modeled the fleshly form.
With his other duties, this took him one whole year, so exactillg
was the work.
The next step was to model the neck. Its fossil bones ,,'ere
available as a guide and "'ere carefully drawn full size in vertical
section. The other vital parts, muscles. ligaments and orgaM,
were then filled in as exactly as possible and upon this basis
the outer form was built. The skull was then poised on this
reconstructed neck in its natural position. The neck proved
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and eye lids to fit and thus built up the eye as it probably
to be thick, but no such "bull"' neck as had hitherto been
assumed.
appeared.
The larger muscles of the temple, between the jaws and alongAll this done, he made three plaster casts -for permanent
side the neck were modeled with considerable assurance, for
records. The first was just plain and bald·headed, suitable for
their points of attachment were obvious and e\'en their sizes could
scientific study of the head shape. The second was also for
bp. gauged closely from the skull itself. The multitude of minor
scientific
use, the right half being clothed in flesh, as it were,
muscles make a relatively smooth covering of flesh and could
and the left half having this covering removed to reveal the un·
be modeled on in accordance with normal local thicknesses. Ex·
haustive preliminary studies were
derlying groundwork of skull
made to learn these thicknesses,
eyes, nose and major muscles.
which were first marked on
But for the general public it
photographs of the skull for
had to be made presentable, so
reference purposes and then
hair was added, a suggestion of
transferred to the skull-cast itsell
as little guide pins cut off at
beard and some human wrinkles.
proper heights above the surHe finally louched up the eyes
face. The final flesh model was
a bit and stood face to face
then filled in until it just covwith the adult male of the ex'
ered these pins, but to make
linct Homo neanderthalensis.
absolutely sure, the thicknesses
were laboriously checked and
(See front cover).
corrected by probing through
But there is a whole row of
with measuring needles.
All
these reconstructions. That row
this took months of work.
demanded three trips to Europe
The posltJons of the ears
10 examine the originals and
were obvious from the ear
make suitable casts and five
openings in the skull, but noth·
ing else was definitely known.
years of exacting scientific la·
We have the best of reasons.
bor. It consists of (l) the apehowever, to believe that they
man of Java, Pithecanlhropus
were quite normal human ears
erect us, of whom there are but
and they were so shown. The
,canty remains and therefore
nasal openings of this and
other Neanderthal skulls indi·
more guesswork; (2) the Pilt·
cate a wide nose, but just how
down man, Eoanthropus daws·
wide we cannot be sure. and the
nasal bones a prominent one, Three stages in modeling Neanderthal head: 1. Original skull oni. whose skull and jaw werc
complete;
(3)
Homo
10t flat at all. as others had be· pieced together; 2. Skull cast, missing parts restored; 3, 4. Side fairly
and front view of half and half model, basic modeling on left. Neanderthalensis, whom we have
lieved.
outer i~ce modeling on right side.
He studied the eyes most care·
watched him reconstruct; and
Courtesy J. H. McGregor_
'ully. The skull had very large
(4)
the noble-looking
ero·
eye sockets, but he found that human eyeballs were faid\' uniform
:Magnon man, quite modern in aspect, whose reconstruction
from the excellent fossil remains Dr. McGregor found too easy
in size, however big the sockets might be. He also found thal
to be interesting. I am much afraid, however, that his "easy"
D0rmal eycs are placed just a little above and outside the center~
of their sockets, but that they varied nearl)" half an inch in their
misleads, for evcn this last demanded such scientific care and
prominence. He adopted the average posltJon. But, of course,
months of painstaking work that most of us would call it a
that did not fill the socket, so he worked in tear glands, muscles
"big job".
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Busts of four races of Ancient 1\Ian, modeled by Dr. I\IcGregor. 1. Ape-man of Java; 2. Piltdown Man; 3. Neanderthal l\1an; 4. ero.
lI-fagnon Man. They represent various branches, rather than a single ancestral series. of the human family.
This is the first of n "0I'i," of :1l·tldes b~' nriOl'" nlllhors 011 "SeienU,ts nt "'ork", to give the lnym3Jl some iden of tile pnln~taking
Inbors OD whicoh modern :-:.dentilic CODclu$iollS nrt; l.>nsell.
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The Animals of the Past
By

FnEDERIcK

A.

LUCA5,

Honorar)' Director, American Museum oj l\"atural History

T

HE object of these articles is to tell some of the
interesting facts about the better known and more
remarkable of the extinct inhabitants of the ancient
world and to ease the strain on these venerable creatures
caused by stretching them 50 often beyond their due
proportions.
The author expects to be taken to task for the use
of scientific names, hut people who call for easier names
should reflect that such names are no harder than others,
simply less familiar, and when domesticated, cease to be
hard; witness mammoth, elephant, rhinoceros, giraffe and
boa constrictor. Again, one
just must use the scientific
names for the periods in
which these animals livedJurassic, Eocene, Pliocenebecause there is nO other way
to do it.
The restorations of extinct
animals are according to our
best knowledge and may be
considered as accurate as it
~ is possible to make them. The
DR. FREOEIUCK A. LnCAS cuts are largely from the
Courtesy S. lchikawa rich collection of the American Museum of Natural
History which contains more complete specimens of
fossil vertebrates than does any other.

1. How

abundallt; why not a trace remains of the vast majcrity
of the animals that have lived upon the earth. .The answer is that, unless conditions were such as to preserve
at least the hard parts from immediate decay, there was
small possibility of an animal being fossilized. The
object must be protected from the air and practically
the only way this happens in nature is by being covered
with water or buried in wet ground. If a bone lies
exposed to sun and rain, frost and snow, these destructive agencies soon reduce it to powder. Even in a dry
dimate. mere changes in temperature, by producing
expansion and contraction, SOon cause a bone to crack
and crumble. Carnivorous animals, such as our dogs
or hyenas, are great bone destroyers, as are rats, mice
and other small rodents that attack bones for the grease
they contain or just to exercise their teeth. Plant rootlets also enter the hone fissures, expand as they grow
and thus act as little wedges to force it aSlinder.
If the body sinks to the muddy bottom of a lake or is
caught in the sandy shoals of a river, the chances are
good that its bones will he preserved. The chances
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FOSSILS ARE FOR~IED

Fossils are the remains or indications of animals or
plants that have, through natural agencies, been buried.
in the earth and preserved for long periods of time.
It is not essential that the organic matter be replaced
by some mineral to be classed as a fossil, for the Siberian
Mammoths, found entombed in ice, are very properly
called fossils, although the flesh of one was so fresh
that it was eaten. Many fossils, however, merit the
name "petrifications" because they have changed into
stone by the slow removal of the organic matter and its
replacement by some mineral, usually silica or lime.
It is also necessary to include "indications of animals
and plants" in Our definition because we sometimes learn
most from mere impressions, such as those of leaves,
made in soft mud or smooth sand which later hardened
into enduring stone. Such, too, are ripple marks and
imprints ·by raindrops, the trails of creeping and crawling things, casts of worm burrows, footprints of reptiles.
Fine mud, now become rock rivalling porcelain in texture, may bear the imprint of a bird's feathers, of a
reptile's skin, of each fin ray and every thread-like bone
of a fish, or perhaps such soft, delicate objects as jelly
fishes. Without SOme of these, we might have little
positive knowledge of the outward appearance of many
animals of the past.
The reader may wonder why fossils are not more
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Tracks of Dinosaur feet and dragging tail across ripple
marked sand, turned 10 stone.
Courtesy Am. Museum Nat. Rist.

are poorer in the ocean, for the waves pound them
to pieces with stones or scour them away with sand,
while marine worms and starfishes pierce and cut them.
There are more enemies of a bone than one would
imagine. But in a quiet lake, the fine mud settles gently
as dew on grass. Little by little the bones are covered
by a deposit that fills and preserves each groove and
pore, and eventually buries them as deep as you please.
Engulfment in quicksand is perhaps the best way of
nil, for the body is then supported without crushing.
At least two examples of the dinosaur Trachodon have
been found with the bones all in place, the thigh bones
in their sockets and the ossified tendons runnincr alon cr
the backbone as they did in life.
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If the land gradually sinks-the earth crust is ever
rising and falling-the mud and sand can accumulate
until an enormously thick layer is formed. The lime
or silica contained in the water would tend to cement
the particles into a solid mass, aided by the pressure
of the overlying sediments and by the heat resulting
from that pressure and derived from the earth beneath.
Meanwhile the animal matter will disappear and be replaced by lime or silica, thus forming a layer of rock
containing fossils. The very rocks themselves may consist largely of fossils, chalk, for example, being mostly
the disintegrated shells of simple marine animals called
f oraminifers.
Even after an object has been fossilized, it is far
from certain that it .will remain in good condition until
fcund, while the chance of being found is exceedingly
small. Only here and there has nature made the contents of the rocks accessible by turning the strata on

edge, heaving them up into cliffs or furrowing them
into valleys. A vast number of the pages of the fossil
record must ever remain unread. The wOD~er is that
we have learned so much, for nature is careless in keeping the records-preserving only scattered fragments
and then subjecting them to many accidents. Some get·
badly flattened by the weight of subsequently deposited
strata, others are cracked and twisted by movements of
upheaval or subsidence, and if at last they are brought
to the surface, the same sun and rain, frost and snow,
from which they once escaped, are ready to renew
the attack and crumble even the hard stone to dust.
That, briefly, is why fossils are not more plentiful, why
we have mere hints of the existence of many animals
and why myriads of creatures may have flourished and
passed away without leaving behind so much as a traoe
of their presence.

Brains-How Come?
By
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ALLA~ STRONG BROMs

AN heads the class in brain power because he got
the lucky breaks. That pre·monkey ancestor who
took to the trees did him a couple of good turns. For
one thing, he developed the skilful hands to help man's
brain do its stuff. We have already discussed that. Also,
his tree life made his eyes over into the best of all guides
by giving them a new power. That was a second big
boost. But that is really the end of this story and we
must begin at its beginning.
Man's earlier ancestors smelled their way through life.
Some had sharp eyes, but for learning the really vital
things they used their noses. Smell, and its kindred
sense taste, told all that was important about food.
Smell distinguished friends from enemies, sexual mates
from sexual rivals. Food or poison? Friend or enemy?
Mate or rival? Those are vital problems Of animal life.
And the animal nose knows.
But smell tells nothing of direction, form and several
other details. The eyes do that. The warning sniff
of danger that brings a deer up alert probably comes
down the wind, but the deer never can tell for sure
until it sees. Nor does it know whether the enemy scent
means a hl'rmless passer-by or a stalking hunter, until
it sees. "Safety first" might seem to dictate, "Beat it
,\·hile thl" beating is good," but the question, "\'\'hich

way?" makes it best to "stop, look and listen." One
look tells which way, the definite guiding fact to which
can be fitted a definite, and therefore effective, course of
action.
Exact and detailed knowledge comes, not through the
nose, but through the eyes. And real animal intelligence
arose ani I' when the eyes supplanted the nose as the
main gateway to the thinking brain. For millions of
years, however, smell held sight down, for it happened
that there was not room enough in the brain for both,
nor on the face either. To understand 'this, we must
take a look at the brain.
For present purposes, the brain of a back-boned animal may be divided into front-brain (top brain in
monkeys and man) and rear-brain, the latter in several
sections. The special job of the front-brain is gathering
new information and thinking about it. The rear-brain
handles nothing but old automatic routine. The frontbrain associates, which is just high-brow for putting two
and two together. It compares and chooses,-courses of
action, for instance. It considers new problems, decides
what to do about them and then orders the muscles to
do the work.
,
The rear-brain does not think; it just acts, and always
in the old, routine ways. But if circumstances change,
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Brain de\'~I?pment resulting from tree life. 1. G~ound dwelling Jumpi.ng Shrew guided by smell (olfactory); 2. Tree Shrew guided
more by V1S10n, less by sme}l; 3. Pre-monkey TarslUs, see! one ob;ect with both eyes, but not stereoscopically; 4. Marmoset, our lowest monkey, sees stereoscoplcally, its large perfrontel area controlling eye convergence and muscular accord.

From G. Ellioi Smith.
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t-he old ways may be all wrong. Then new ways must ha'-e completely lost their dominating importance. Tobe thought out. That is the front-bra in's job. It can
day we are predominantly eye.minded.
do the job well only if it gets exact facts to work on.
In the very highest mammals an additional eye·power
As the eye gets better facts than the nose, the thinking developed,-stereoscopic vision,-seeing an object as a
front-brain never could amount to much until it used solid by viewing it with both eyes at once. It works like
eye-facts instead of nose-facts. It just had to quit being the old-time stereoscope that made two flat pictures stand
led around by the nose.
out as solid objects. In most animals, the eyes work
So it was really tough luck that the eye nerves of the separately and can watch on both sides. In man and his
lower animals always got the wrong
recent ancestors, the two eyes look at
connections. In the fishes and frogs, they
the one object, converging (sort of
:"\ OBJECT
, '
connected with the rear-brain which
cross-eyed) to do it. The closer the ob,, \ \ \
I
could not think, and in the reptiles and
ject, the more they comerge. Our feelI
,
birds with a part of the front-brain that
ing of the convergenye then tells us the
I
I
\
was cramped and could not grow. But
distance. Try it. Close one eye and try
I
\
I
\,
,
at last, in the mammals, they plugged
to thread a needle. Open it again and
I
\
\
I
note how it brings out distance. Your
\
in on the right switchboard and then
I
\
\
tree
climbing ancestor, swinging and
things began to happen. For good con\
\
I
\
leaping from branch to branch, had to
nections do count,-especially in evolvknow his distances, for a miss was as
ing brains.
bad as a mile. He needed a quick and
Before this, the nose nerves always
had the best connections and dominated
accurate range-finder, and the new eyepower was just that.
front·brain thinking-what little there
To do this stereoscopic trick, the eyes
was of it. There could not be much, for
needed new brain connections. For one
the nose was a poor provider of exact
thing, they had to move accurately tofacts. But though the nose·facts were not
gether and this required better accord
exact, they were really very importanL
in muscular control. But something even
-about the things one could smellmore fundamental had to change. Befood, friends and foes, mates and rivals.
fore this, each hemisphere (side halfl
At first, there was a good reason for the
of the brain connected with just one
nose getting and keeping the best brain
eye and the two images entering through
connections. The eyes just had to wait
for their big chance.
the two eyes had no common brain
center in which to blend into one image.
There was a second reason. The eyes
With the new eye-power, each hemiwere not yet good enough. Eyes, to help
sphere connects with the corresponding
much, must be really good, and the first
SIGHt··CENTERS·
ones were pretty crude. They probabl,!
halves of both eyes. Each half of the
: IN THE BRAIN.:
only distinguished light from darkness, ,\lechani~m of stereoscopic \,j~ion. By brain therefore sees through both eyes,
movement from stillness, without tell· branching and crossing of eye-nerves, and the two images merge and become
ing anything about col or, shape and each half of brain sees through cor· one to the mind. That one image nOli'
distance. To develop them took time. re~ponding halves of bot h eyes.
has, besides height and width, also
DrawZ:ng after J. R. Angell.
So the nOSe got there first and took over
depth (distance). It appears in three
the front·brain job, with the eyes as mere helpers.
dimensions, looks solid and stands out. You can disting·
In the reptiles and birds, the eyes got a first, slim uish substance from shadow. That helps skilful handling
chance. In helping out the smell sense with stray bits and clear thinking.
Also some changes had to be made outside on the
of exact knowledge (which worked into the front-brain
associations), the eye nerves got a foothold in the front· face. The eyes had to be right out front where they
brain. But unluckily they got into a crowded spot, un- could both see the one object at one time. That meant
derneath and inside where real growth was impossible. that the big snout for smelling had tc! go, for it inter·
So nothing much came of it until one of the reptile~ fered with the view. To your tree-dwelling ancestor
this loss did not matter, for he no longer tracked his
evolved into a mammal.
Among the mammal improvements was the connect· prey by nosing out the smells they left along the ground,
ing of the eye-nerves with the roomy outside. of the and from his high outlook he could see danger as easily
front-brain. That helped a lOt. The eye·facts, becau"e as he could smell it. With eyes front and snout reduced,
they were more exact and useful in thinking, gradually his face began to have the human look. Best of all,
displaced the nose-facts as rulers over the front-brain. peering out through those knowing eyes was a growing
New a~sociations, dominated by sight sensations, were mind, dominated by clear "ision and muscular mastery.
acquired, and the front· brain grew a lot of new nerve It took millions of years to develop, but it was worth
connections in its complicated switchboard. Of course, it. For it gave man his lead on the animal world and
the new sight.center grew. But so did other centers too, made him the big boss on earth.
But to win man needed also touch and muscle conof muscle control, of touch, of association, because clear
seeing helped them do their jobs. Only the smell cen- trol, hearing and sense of balance. Some of the story
ters (olfactory lobes, etc.) dwindled. In man they of how they grew up together will be told in our next.
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WE GREET THE R. P. A,

".:'

Through the kind co-operation of the
Board of Directors of the Rationalist
Press Association in London this issue ()f
EVOLUTION is being sent to their entire
membership throughout the world.
This may seem like "carrying coals to
Newcastle," for certainly every member of
this progressive organization is already an
evolutionist and emancipatcd from relig.
ious superstition. And EVOLUTION is not
published primarily for the entertainment
or information of those that are convinced
evolutionists. But EI'OLUTION offers itself
as an instrument for evolutionists to use
in their work of enlightening their friends
and neighbors. We hope that all Englishspeaking Rationalists will finn it a useful
\I'eapon in their fight against intolerance
and fanaticism no matter where they live.
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Although bred of bigotry in the Unitd
States, the World's Christian Fundamentals
Association has the avowed purpose to
suppress in the entire world all teaching
of science that {;onflicts with the Bible
story of creation. Rationalists everywhere
will surely gird their loins :0 help beat
back this renewed attack of preacher upon teacher.
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Two friends of intellectual freedom have
made this world.wid~ mailing of samples
of EVOLUTION possible through their generous contributions. Frank Gosling of
England covers the postage costs, and A.
Nielen of the United States paid for the
three thousand copies. We invite others to
follow their splendid example and furnish
enough funds to make EVOLUTION a real
power, able to {;ope with militant fundamentalism and help win the world for the
Open Mind.
AN OVERSIGHT
The American Museum of Natural His·
tory should have been credited with the
illustration "Comparative sizes of living
and extinct Proboscidea" used on page6 of
our August issue.

TWENTY STATES TO VOTE ON
EVOLUTION
There is a tendency to look upon the
Arkansas anti·evolution referendum as
merely an el-idence of local backwardness.
Few realize that in Arkansas there is tak·
ing place the opening skirmish of a tremendous campaign that has been planned
far in advance by the fundamentalist
generals,
They ha"e already announced their in·
tention to place this question on the ballot
in everyone of the twenty States that have
Initiative laws. That means: Arkansas,
Arizona, Idaho, Maine, Massachusetts,
Michigan. ::\1ississippi, !\Iissouri, Montana,
Nebraska, :\evada, North Dakota, Ohio,
Oklahoma, Oregon, South Dakota, Utah,
Washington, California and Colorado.
!\Iaynard Shipley, President of the Sci·
ence League, writes: "Watch Oklahoma.
If Arkansas goes anti. evolution in Novem·
ber, Oklahoma will be next. Straton is
out there now, also Brown and others of
the 'flying squaJron'."
The only way to meet this fundamental·
ist menace is POPULAR ENLIGHTE:'i'·
::\fE:\T. In this EVOLUTION hopes to serve,
and invites your immediate co-operation.
THEy'D C:\LL A SPADE A SPOO:-.l
The most preposterous pretense put
forth by fundamentalists is that they favor
""eparation of church and state", and that
they oppose evolution because it is a "re·
ligion", and they "do not want religion
I aught in the schools."
This is like call·
ing a spade a "~poon.H
The fact is that t.he passing of an anti·
evolution law immediately takes control of
the class-room out of the hands of the
teachers and puts it in the hands of the
local preachers.
A fundamentalist apologist, Eugene :'IIc·
Sweeney. writing in their official organ,
says: "The Anti-evolution law is nothing
more than a modern application of the an·
cient law of blasphemy. It merely says to
the teacher, 'You shall not deny the slory
of God's creation in the class-room, because
it alienates the students from the love of
and reverence of God.'''
Exactly. And who would be the official
snoopers to ferret out teachers under this
"modern application of the ancient law of
hlasphemy"?
Who but the pulpiteers?
And woe unto the teacher who doesn't toe
THEIR mark.
Do the folks in Arkansas really want to
rr.ake their schools mere annexes to their
cllUrc11es? Then pass the anti-evolution law.
JUST A SUGGESTION
If the preachers are to tell the teachers
what they may and may not teach regard·
ing natural science, shouldn't they be re·
quired to have at least a little bit of
scientific training? Is it fair to force the
teacher to pass a stiff examination before
being allowed to teach ~cience, and require
nothing of the preacher? Why shouldn't
the parson have to pass similar examination under the Department of Educatioll,
or else keep his mouth SRut?

PARSON VS. PEDAGOG
The clergy have always claimed the
right to control education. The school·
masters have always resisted the claim.
There is an irreconcilable difference, a
three hundreds years' war that may well
keep going three hundred years more, that
most probably will keep going in some
form so long as both parsons and peda.
gogs remain on the earth.
For the ideals of pedagog and parson
must always, of necessity, be in conflict.
The teacher's duty is to make his pupils
think; anti to this end he acquaints them
with just as wide a range of ideas and
principles and facts and theories anti
points of view as, in his professional judgment, they are capable of utilizing at each
stage in their development. With their
opinions he has no concern. His duty is
done when his pupils understand the nature of each possible opinion and the
reasons for accepting or rejecting it.
:"lot so the clergyman. His professional
duty is to make his parishoners believe;
and to this end, quite rightly, he strives
to limit their range of ideas, principles,
facts, theories, and points of view; for he
knows, again correctly, that belief results
fJom narrowing the mind, not from ex·
panding it. Unlike the teacher, he is responsible for people's opinions, and he
takes an obvious method of controlling
them. So the man who wants people to
think, and the man who wants to keep
people from thinking, have to fight out or
compromise a difference that they cannot
adjust.-From address of Edwin Tenney
Brewster before Rationalist Societ)· of
Boston published in The Truthseeker.
STOR Y BY ::\IcKECHNIE
In our next issue will begin an en'
trancing story by H. N. McKechnie,
author of "Heir of All the Ages," entitled
"Twigs from the Family Tree," and ex·
plaining in fiction form how our ancesturs
may have branched off from those of the
apes.

UNDERMINING OUR
EDUCATIONAL SYSTEM
Br OSC.~R O. WHITEl\ACK
(Extracts from l.eaflet issued by ColoraD.()
Rationalist Association.)
EXAMINATION of a few fundamentalist
propositions will show the quality of
their teaching and its effect on our educational system.
They say: "There is not a shred of evi·
dence for evolution."
But Sir Arthur
Keith, standing before the British Association for the Advancement of Science last
year, declared: "The evidence of man's
evolution frOm an ape-like being, obtained
from the study of fossilized remains. is
definite and irrefutable." And no ta sc·ien •
tist in his audience nor in all Europe ana
America QUESTIONED THAT STATEMENT.
They say: "Man has existed but a few
thousand years. He could not have lived
through the ice-age of ten thousand years
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go." Every anthropologist, e,'ery encyclo.
pedia and our textbooks all assert that man
has bee~ on earth not less than 500,000
years and t·he evidence that he' did. Jive
through MORE THAN ONE ICE-AGE IS
IRREFUTABLE. See "Men of the Old
Stone Age," by Osborn.)
"The Old Stone Age, the New Stone
Age and the Age of Metals were not successive but contemporaneous." This contradicts every authority in anthropology
and simply ignores the evidence of the re.
mains of primitive man. (See Dr. McCurdy's "Human Origins.")
"The Flood of Noah is historical. There
is a flood story in the traditions of every
people." Both statements are false and anv
man in the twentieth century who think~
that Noah's Flood is historical ought to be
ashamed of himself. The Encyclopedia
Biblica, the standard authority of the
Church, declares that the Deluge story is
but a myth. All other encyclopedias agree.
The history of Egypt begins 4241 B. C.
and her traditions go thousands of years
back of that date and there is no mention
of a Deluge. (History of the Warfare of
Science with Theology, by White.)
"The tremendous catastrophe (The De·
luge) accounts for all the sedimentary
strata which we find all over the earth,
and is the cause of practically all the
great mountain systems of the world.
Waves rushed around the earth every
twenty-four hours at a rate of more than
a thousand miles per hour, and they must
have been six miles high." Can anyone
imagine stratified rock a mile thick laid
down in the first six months of the Flood
and the Grand Canon of the Colorado be.
ing cut in the next six months? Imagine
the Alps, the Andes and the Rockies be.
ing formed in the one year of the Deluge?
Imagine Noah and the menagerie in the
Ark safely riding these six-mile-high waves
moving at the rate of over sixteen miles
per minute? IS THIS THE "SCIENCE"
THEY WANT TAUGHT IN HIGH
SCHOOLS INSTEAD OF GEOLOGY?
It is not my purpose to heap ridicule
upon their heads. If the fundamentalist
"message" is true, our leading scientists
are little more than charlatans and pol.
troon s. If they are right we should re.
vise our courses of study, delete our libraries of all works on Geology, Anthropology,
Biology, etc., etc., rewrite our histories and
encyclopedias, hold in utter contempt Dar.
win, Osbom, Wallace, McCabe, Sir Arthur
Keith, McCurdy, and thousands of others,
wipe out the results of the researches of
the past century, declare to the world:
"Fundamentalists hold the truth, the whole
truth, and nothing but the truth" and
STOP ALL RESEARCH.
Indeed, SUCH A MOVE IS POSSIBLE
and in Mississippi and Tennessee it is
actually carried out.
Children by the
millions are being LEGALLY RETARDED IN THEIR MENTAL AND MORAL
DEVELOPMENT-and at the instigation
of religious leaders! All scientific facts
that contradict the fundamentalist inter.
pretation of Genesis are taboo. Teachers,
hig.ly trained in Science and History,
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Frogs Without Fathers
By

JOSEPH

A

COUPLE of centuries ago, when
science first discovered the existence
of germ cells, even the scientific imaginal
tion ran riot in speculating about them.
Here was a minute bit of jelly which,
given time and the proper conditions,
would build up the entire and marvelous
struct ure of a bird, a lion or a man.
How? Well, the first idea was that each
of these germs was a properly formed
body (of a bird, ]ion, man, and etc.) in
miniature. The tiny human ovum, less
than the hundredth of an inch in diameter,
was supposed to be a fully formed body,
with face, heart, nen'es, muscles, etc. It
merely grew bigger in what we called its
embryonic development. If that is so,
the whole race must have been packed
away, in very smtl!1 miniature, in the body
of !'I1other Eve. Inoeed, one famous scien·
list, working on the good old theory that
~he trod the ear·th and ate apples six
I housand years ago, startled his contem·
poraries by estimating that Eve had inside
her no less than two hundred billion minia·
lure humans. . . . It sounds funny today,
but recollect, on the other hand, that for
the previous five thousand years of civiliza·
tion men had been totally ignorant of the
"ery existence of genn-cells. They knew
little more about one of the most won·
der!ul phenomena in the world, the forma·
tion of a new bc>dj', than a child does.
When the microscope became more
powerful, and it was seen that the bodv
was only gradually formed, the question o'f
the respect ive shares of ~ale and female
became very intriguing, especially in view
of the scores of cases in which the male
did not co·operate.
For
the experimental
embryologist
animals
of
the
star-fish
and
seaurchin type are the most convenient.
He easily secures a few ova, as we
must take orders from the ignorant clergy
as to what they shall teach, or lose their
positions. AND THE SAME CONDI·
TIONS PREVAIL IN MANY LOCALI.
TIES IN OTHER STATES.
But the greatest menace in the program
of the Fundamentalists is their method of
leaching. Not one of their preachers would
open even the church basement to May·
nard Shipley, David Starr Jordan, Joseph
McCabe or to Sir Arthur Keith. In deny·
jng a hearing to their opponents, in pro.
hibiting by law the teaching of e"olution,
they ASSUME THEY HAVE A MONOP.
OLY OF THE TRUTH. Did not this very
assumption cause the execution of Socra·
tes, the CruC'fj,;ion of Jesus, the burning
of Bruno, and the damnable humiliation of
poor old Galilco? Has it not caused more
suffering, more hindrance to progress, than
any idea that ever cursed the human race?
And will it not wreck our educational sys·
'tem completely wherever it is put into
practice?

MCCAB£

insist on calling them in this "vulgar age'"
of ours, instead of using the English
word "eggs," which seems to hurt people's feelings, and bring the dark lanternsof the police upon you. These microsco·
pic ova are then put in sea·water under
a lens, and you can follow the whole wonderful story of the construction of the
very elaborate body of a star·fish from
the tiny speck of plasm. If tbere are
both male and female elements in the
water, 'you find the tadpole·like male ele··
ments wriggling about until one gets, by
chance, near the ovum. Then some evacu·
ation from the Ovum, akin to smell, seems,
to aUract it-here I am giving you a
mere supposition-and at all events it
moves in toward the ovum. The next
step is curious. There is a jelly.like sub·
stance surrounding the ovum, and through
this it sends out a sort of filament toward
the male particle: for all the world as if
it were fishing for it. The male, in fact,
seems reluctant to be drawn in, and often
the tail lashes more vigorously and it
breaks away again. Normally it enters or
is drawn into the ovum, and the first
steps in the formation of a new organism
soon follow.
Loeb and others, watching these seaurchin elements under the microscope, noticed that if the tadpole·like male cell
touched the ovum and got away again,.
the ovum began to change just as if it
were fertilized. This gave them the idea.
of touching it with a needle. You want
somp. skill to touch a little globule of jelly
about the two-hundredth of an inch in
diameter-that is to say, far smaller thal1:
the dot on this i-with the point of a
needle, but the resources of a modern
laboratory can meet more exactin a requirements than that. It - was done~ and'
we found the ovum began to develop.
Meantime it was found that altering:
the condition of the sea·water in which·.
the germ cells floated could bring about
the same result. If the quantity of salt in
the water is greatly increased, the o,'um,.
without fertilization, begins to develop_
Neither the simple prick of a needle northe strong solution of salt will make it.
develop into a fully formed animal, but
experiments were multiplied by the thou··
sand until acids were discovered to bring'
about the desired result. The pricked:
ovum in a certain medium without the
needle, made the male superfluous, and'
all kinds of animals, un 10 the level of the'
frog and the newt, came into the world
sinless and fatherless_ You may ask why'
we stop at the frog. Why not open out
the prospect. . . . There is no need torun on to speculations of this nature. On'.
reflection you will understand a very good
reason why the experiment stops at the'
frog. It is the highest animal in the'
world which leaves its ova /loating in thewater, It is not so easy to try such experiments on land animals.
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How The War On Fundamentalism
Began
By

HARRY EUIER BAR!'(ES

striking phase of cultural prog·
A MOST
ress from 1500 to 1800 was the de·
velopment of natural science from Coper.
nicus to Newton and Lavoisier. This put
at man's disposal a vast new knowledge of
the physical univer~e, the nature and
processes involved in the life of man,
and the relationship between man and the
other animals. It also emphasized the new
scientific or inductive method of searching
for truth as opposed to the older religious
and metaphysical technique. At first this
scientific approach was confined to the
physical and biological sciences, but its
succe~s there made its ultimate application
to man and his social relationships inevita·
ble. By undermining the views of man
resting upon the religious outlook, it en.
couraged the study of man simply as a
human being in a secular setting. The
·disCO'veries overseas helped this scientific
movement by stimulating the spirit of
curiosity and by bringing information
about the physical universe as observed
from new angles, the flora and fauna of
the world, new rocks and chemicals, geo·
graphic conditions. and, above all, the cus'
toms of man in all parts of the planet and
'in all stages of cultural evolution.
A group of English Rationalists were
the first to utilize this new knowledge for
the reconstruction of the prevailing view
-of the world, God, man and society. Lord
Berbert of Cherbury (d. 1648) and Charles
Blount (d. 1693) fomlulated a new, Deistic.
religion based upon reason and alleged to
ha"e been found in all essential phases
.among all peoples at all times. This re·
ligion rested upon five fundamental tenetS:
(1) the existence of God; (2) the worship
·of God; (3) the view that the promotion of
better living was the chief end of wor·
ship; (4) the contention that better living
must be preceded by the repentance of
sins; and (5) the belief in a world to
,come in which man would be dealt with
in accordance with his daily life here on
'earth. It was justified with the assertion
that it was universal, while Christianity
had been defended upon the contention
that it was unique.
Alexander Pope in his Universal Prayer
(737) developed a conception of the phy·
·sical universe and of God compatible with
the new astronomy and natural science.
'The pelty God of the ancient Hebrews
'was manifestlv not adequate to serve as
ruler of the ;ew universe revealed by the
astronomers from Copernicus to Newton.
'God had to be magnified to create a super·
natural being suitable to the new cosmic
-perspective. Further, the Christian notion
of God had been one of arbitrariness.
God, to the Christian, was functioning
'vividly only when leading nature to deviate
from her normal courSe in earthquakes,
'volcanic erupt ions; tidal waves, comets and

the like. Pope and his associates were
impressed with the processes revealed by
natural science and came to regard God
as a law·making and law-abiding God.
He was especially manifest in the unend·
ing repetitions and orderly behavior of
nature. Natural law was identified with
divine law, God being regarded as the
source of all nat ural manifestations.
The Third Earl of Shaftesbury made
another contribution to the reconstruction
of God. The Hebrew and Christian God
was arbitrary, jealous, inconsistent, cruel,
revengeful; as :\lark Twain remarked,
guilty himself of all the sins and crimes
for which he punished mankind. The
gentle Shaftesbury was repelled by all
this. l\lontaigne had earlier protested
a!!ainst the ort hodox slanders of God, holdi;" that God had more majestic and God·
like responsibilities than counting the hairs
en the head of each individual daily or
taking a census of the sparrows at nightfall, and that divine activities were on a
divine level and of a divine character,
Shaftesbury went further. He held that,
while the attributes of God probably far
transcended the human imagination, 'H'
could at least credit God with the urban·
itv and decency possessed by a cultivated
E~glish gentleman of the year 1,00. He
is often described as the first man to dis·
cover that God is a gentleman. The net
re~ult, then, of Deism and Rationali~m
"-as greatly to magnify and dignify the
conception of God. Of course, the orthl)dox of that age regarded these 'Hilers as
atheist£. Most of them, however, including: Voltaire, believed in the new Deistic
God.
David Hume suggested that religion be
st udied in a realistic fashion by psycho102icnl methods as one would any other
phase of human behavior. Hobbes, Spi.
noza and Astruc laid the foundations for
biblical criticism. In this way orthodoxy
was directly undermined at its very source
and indirectly through the accumulation
of scientific kno,,'ledge that challenged the
scientific views embodied in the Bible.
Matthew Tindal, Thomas Chubb and Henry
St. John Bolingbroke drew a sharp con.
trast between "true" and "historic" Chris·
tianity. True Christianity was madc up
of the teachings of Jesus. Historic Christianity was the religion of the Catholics
and Protestants of the seventeenth and
eighteenth centuries, bearing only the most
remote resemblance to the teachings of
Jesus. These Deists accepted true Christianity as a valid religion according to the
five basic tests, but rejected historic Chris·
tianity. Conyers lI1iddleton, in his Letter
fram Rome (729), pointed out the large
number of pagan elements in historical
Christianity. Gibbon explained the triumph
of early Christianity as the result of sccu-
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lar historical causes rather than divine
intervention. Middleton pointed nut the
unreliability of the Chri.li..:l F<itrcrs as
historians. He showed that thoirs was a
credulous age, given to forgery and mira·
cle-mongering, however high the motives
of the faithful. Woolston, Middleton and
Hume offcred withering criticia:r.s of the
Christian belief in miracles_ Hume's argu·
ments have probably never been surpassed
and may be regarded as the defi,;;te refu·
tation of miracle·working and its services
to tlle faithful.
There were also important social impli.
cations of these views, Shaftesbury sug.
O'ested that the aesthetic basis of morality
~'as sounder than the theological, rejected
the orthodox notion that that was moral
which led one safely into the New Jerusalem. and contended that the true test of
the mQral act was its contribution to the
true and the beautiful. He was a Greek
among the Puritans. Pope attacked the
cOl1\'entional Christian tendency to degrade
man to a vile entity unworthy of study.
The Deists upheld man as the supreme
achievement of God's creative ingenuity
and contended that to depreci"t~. man was
10 insult God.
By thus rehabilitating man in his mundane setting, as he had n)[ been since
Greek days, the Deists aided tl,e rise of
the social sciences devoted t:J d,e stud)'
of man's nature and social relatiunships,
Hitherto only theology had oecn ; egarded
as significant because only man's Svul was
important. Inevitably with i;]creasi"g in·
terest in man as man came til~ dt:sire to
increase human happiness uy improving
social conditions and elimmating abuses
and oppression. Thus secularism immedi·
ately suggested reforms in institutions, of
no interest to a logical, orthodox, Chris·
tian, since he was chiefly concerned with
salvation and, in any event, expected ma·
terial things to pass away fairly soon.
This interest in reform was well expressed
by Helvetius, Condorcet anrl Bentham.
The whole Rationalist philosopr.y W3S best
~ummarized by Thomas Paine, 'JTganizer
and expositor of high order, and noble
crusader for truth and justice.
While this Rationalist movement began
in England, it soon gained heaciway on
the continent. Voltaire visited Eng,iand in
his earlier years and became the greatest
exponent of the philosophy of freedom and
enlightenment because of his ver"atility,
courage and zeal. Diderot and the Ency.
clopedists first systematized, classified and
rendered available to the reading public
the essentials of the new leamir;g and
new Rationalist philosophy.

PUT EVOLUTION IN LIBRARIES
Thousands of public school libraries
would place EVOLUTION in their reading
rooms if we could furnish it without cost
to them. But we have no' capital with
which to do this. So ~'e put it up to you.
We'll place libraries on our mailing list
for a year at fifty cents each. Every ten·
spot puts EVOLUTION in twenty libraries.
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The An1ateur Scientist
A MO:'iTHLY FEATuliE

conducted by AUAN SmoxG

AMOEBA, THE ONE-CELLED

BRO~lS

THE FALLING LEAVES

The leaves are turning to autumn. tints
?nd falling. That is the plant's way of
sa\'ing the green stuff w'hich gives it life.
This green stuff, called chlorophyll, when
exposed
to
sunlight
EClopb!'nl
stores away the energy
of the light in the food
materials which it builds
up out of such substances as water, gases
and soil material.

Amoeba, one of the simplest of all
animals, consists of a single, shapeless
cell and is therefore microscopic in size.
It should be looked for in the slimy coatEnJ,qJbslll

Food \°3.clloles
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Amoeba; its structure, changes in shape,
production by division.
ings of leaves or stems submerged in
stagnant water or on the slimy ooze of
the, bottom mud. Of course, a drop must
be placed on the microscope slide and a
cover glass placed gently over it. Then
comes the real job of finding it, for its
"lowness of movement and lack of defin.
ite shape make it easy to miss. It is just a
speck of clear, colorless jelly with a delicate, yet distinct outline. Within it appears
a denser nucleus and occasionally a clear
space, the contractile vacuole.
If the object under suspicion is really
an amoeba, it will presently betray itself
by moving. One side will bulge into a
projection called a pseudopod (false foot)
or perhaps several of them. The pseudopod
may be retracted, but often the rest of
the body flows into it, resulting in locomotion, often in a consistent direction.
If a food particle happens in the way,
a pseudopod extends to engulf it, usually
with a little water. The space thus occupied is called a food vacuole and slow·
ly disappears as the food is digested and
absorbed. Waste matter is merely left be·
hind as the amoeba flows away. The whole
or any part of the body acts as stomach,
,,"hile the surface in all its parts serves as
mouth, lungs or excretory organ as occasion demands. It also seems to have a senSe
of touch, for it often avoids obstacles in
its way, though this may be simply a
chemical reaction of its jelly stuff.
When well fed, the amoeba ma)' repro·
duce by simply dividing into two. Its
middle becomes constricted, the nucleus
divides and the constriction increases un·
t il the two halves part, each a complete
amoeba. On the other hand, when sub·
jected to drought or other unfavorable con-

The cold of winter
will stop the flow of the
plant sap which carries
the supply of materials
and the food to and
from the leaves. It is
therefore an economy to
withdraw the valuable
'fo~<~':
chlorophyll from the ex'
. c:. _
posed leaves before the
frost begins to bi te and
kill. So it is withdrawn
well into the body of the
tree.
The leaves thus
lose their green and the
and method of re· reds and yellows now
appear to glorify our
landscapes.
When the withdrawal is completed, a
thin layer of cork appears between the
base of the leaf stem and the woody
branch. This seals the wound that would
otherwise be left when the leaf falls. Next
spring, when the sap begins to flow once
more, the new leaves bud out, green with
the life-giving chlorophyll that has been
saved, to do their work of food manufaclure. Trees that use this method of shedding their lea\'es each year are called deciduous.
The evergreen trees have found a differ·
ent solution by forming fat, needle shaped
Jeaves which do not freeze so easily because they have less surface exposed.
These do not fall off seasonally, but do
their work on every day that is warm en·
ough. As they usually live in a cold
climate or at high elevations where spring
comes late and winter early, each day of
warmth and sunshine must be used, with
no time for getting ready by growing new
leaves.
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POPLLAR ASTRO~OMY LECTURES
New York City readers should attend
the popular lectures given by the Amateur· Astronomers Association at the Ameri·
can ~1useum of Natural History at 8:15
P. M. on the first and third Wednesdays
of each month. The next, October lith,
is by Dr. H. T. Stetson of the Howard
College ObserYatory on the subject, "What
of Sun Spots."
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CIRCULATION OF THE BLOOD
The circulation of the blood can be
seen in the thin web of a frog's fool.
One with a pale web is best. The frog
should be wrapped in a wet cloth, with
one leg projecting, and then tied to a
piece of shingle. Cut a hole in the shingle
under the frog's foot. Tie threads around
two of the toes and stretch the web. no.
too lightly, over the hole.
.
Now put the stretched web under a
low power of the microscope. The large
tubes are arteries which subdivide into a
network of fine capillaries which then join
into vein:;,
The capillaries receive the
blood from the arteries and pass it on
to the \'eins. The pulsing streams of blood
can be clearly seen, particularly in the
arteries.
llnder a high power, the large oval and
slightly colored corpuscles are individu·
ally \'isible as they rush past. They are
the boats of the blood stream carrying
food matter and oxygen to the body tis·
sues and carrying away the wastes. There
are also other corpuscles, smaller, round·
er and paler, fewer in numbers and mov·
ing slowly and unsteadily along the sides
of the tubes, the so-called white corpu·
scles. One of their important jobs is to
protect the body against disea!'oC mic·
robes.
To examine the corpuscles more clear·
11', they must be stopped. The easiest way
is to plate a drop of the frog's blood on a
microscope slide, with a thin cover glass
over it, and examine it with a very
high power. You can do the same thing
with a drop of your own blood. The corn·
parison is very interesting. When you have
had a .good look, unwrap the frog and let
him go, He has contributed h:s share;
g;\'e him a chance.
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Each method has been evolved by the
mrvival of those plants that varied to fit
these differing conditions of their sur·
roundings. Those that did not fit. died
out, while those that did fit, lh'ed on and
spread their kind.
ditions, it forms a tough outer wall or
cyst and remains dormant. When favorable
conditions return, it ruptures the cyst,
crawls out and renews its sluggish life. Our
first ancestors must have resembled amoeba.
"Faith," said the little boy, 1S the
power of believin' things you know aint
so."

Fine hlood vessels in frog's foot, showing
oblong-reel and rounu-wblte corpuscles.
Arron"s sbow direc't!on of blood lIow.

:
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Funnymentals
"Every person who shall blaspheme
against God, either of the persons of the
Holy Trinity, the Christian religion, or
the Holy Scriptures, shall be fined not
more than one hundred dollars, and im·
prisoned in a j ail not more than one year,
and may also be bound to his good be·
havior."-Sec. 1323 General Statutes of
Connecticut.
"Thou shalt not suffer a witch to live."Exodus xxii, 18.

j
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"If we could divide the human race into
two distinct groups we might allow evolu·
tionists to worship brutes as ancestors, but
they insist on connecting all mankind
with the jungle. We have a right to protect
our family tree."-Wm. Jennings Bryan,
in The Menace of Darwinism.
"If the brute theory leads to the aban·
donment of belief in a future life with ils
rewards and punishments, what stimulus
to righteous living is offered in its place?"
-Idem.
"The Great Pvramid stands as silent
witnf'ss against m'aterialistic evolution. It
furnishes evidence that the first man in·
stead of being a hairy primate just down
out of the trees was the most perfect of
all mere men, the most knowing and the
most exalted; that the rare and special
rapport with the supreme intelligence.
which for certain gracious purposes was
afterwards vouchsafed to the prophets, was
Adam's normal condition; that the highest
state of mind and heart, and such qualifi·
cations as best fitted him for his earthly
life and dcstiny were realized in him as
he came from the Creator's hand.
"No ugly, walking ape or ignorant savage, tenant of semi-tropic woods or musty
caves, did God behold and bless ,,·hen He
set Adam in the world as the image of
Himself and proclaimed him good."-Dr.
Charles Spurgeon Knight, in The Defend·
er, July, 1928.
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"Books can bite; books have poisonous
fangs, and American libraries may not all
be known as snake museums; but the
snake of infidelity and atheism is abundant in most of them."-W. B. Riley in
Christian Fundamentalist, Sept., 1928.
''The first proposition that the sun is
the center and does not revolve around
the earth is foolish, absurd, false in the·
ology and heretical because expressly con.
trary to Holy Scripture.
The second
proposition that the earth is not the center but revolves about the sun is absurd,
foolish, false in philosophy and from a
theological standpoint at least, opposed
to true faith." Decision regarding Galileo
by Holy Inquisition a t Rome.
Send us quotations for "Funnymentals"
column. Be exact. Give authority.

FROM SCHOOLBOY
SCIENCE PAPERS
The earth makes a
resolution every twenty-four hours.
The difference be·
tween air and water is
that air can be made
wetter and water can
not.
We are now maste~
of steam and eccentricity.
Things t hat are
~qual to
each other
ne equal to anything
~lse.

Gravity is chiefly no·
in the autumn,
when the apples are
falling from the trees.
The axis of the earth
is an imaginary line
on which the earth
:akes its daily routine.
A parallel straight
line is one which if
produced to meet itself
:loes not meet.
Electricity and lightning are of the saJne
nature, the only differ·
ence being that lightning is often several
miles long while elec·
tricity is only a few
inches.
-Boston Transcript.
~iceable
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Noah On Evolution
B~'

do him a favor by calling his attention to
EVOLUTION. A short talk will sell a lot of
copies at any meeting. We furnish thell'
at 20 for a dollar.

PauJine H. Detlerer

On top of Mt. Ararat, old untie ::\oah sat
Heading the news in the Dail~' ,Earth.
Quoth he, ""frs. Noah, I'd just llke to show a
!-'{,ol editor here what I think he is worth!
"In the dread name of science. he hios us defiance,
Aud calluly declares us to be but a lll~·th
Of the oltl nature fakers, and hiHory makers,
In ol'der to gh-e their books plquance aud pith.
":lIan of ape is the brothcr, or cousin, or other
","ear relative, he says, of nobler estate,
'Yho lost bis long tail, and grcw brains to such scale
That he's no\\" mighty proud of the shape of bis pate,"
Said old uncle ","oah. "I think

the~'

might go a

Long way ere they fonnd sucll anc'estors

3S

we,

And \\'hy ther sbould spurn us, so llleanly down-turn us,
J, mOl"e tban myoId eyes cnn possibly see.
":lly granllfather Adam, the boys anI] the madam,
1 always supposed were the first of onl" race;
But if 'lis a fable about Cain and Ab clThe 'l'o\'er of Babel-tbcre's nary sucb place.
4'no YOU think we were

(lre:llllin~

,,-hp)} Wt> F:aW the strpaming

Of tlesh, fish, and fowl through tile doors of our camp?
And don't ~-ou remember, one day in :':'eptember,
~Iy !lwC'. you tleclarrtl that rhe pl;\,,1' \\':1' TOO tlaTUp?
"This cult of the monk is just nothing but bunkAn ape for a grand-dad-the big hail"y brute!
,Yhat tbat man doesn't know I can 'err ,oon sho\\',
And pull up his family tree trunk, branch and root.
"To bis office we'll bump us, stir up sucb a rumpus
He'll make qui<-k retracting, and grant us rl'dress,
And I'll wager a dime that In double quick time
You'll .ee a fine write-up of us in tbe press,"

Fronl Our Readers
"We are not interested in your EVOLU.
TlON and infidelity nor your 'ancestors'.
Send it to those who descended from the
monkey."-J. D. Hammond, Beebe, Ark.
"PleaSe rush us six copies of EVOLU·
TlON."-Warner Drug Co., Hoxie, Ark.
"Read your Bible first."-Arrow Variety
Store, lIIorrilton, Ark.
"Send me some order blanks and I will
get all the subscriptions I can before election as I would ha te to see the f undamentalists pass their anti-evolution bill. Got
these four subs in a few minutes, in fact
made four sales out of five calls. "-C. D.
Foreman, Arkansas.
"Men, your fight has just begun. May
your courage (and cash) endure. Kill the
Beast!"-George Wolpert, New York.
"I nnd EVOLUTION a bright, snappy
sheet,-just the tbing for conversion of
the heathen."-C. H. Dresser, Connecticut.
"The other ~1 is for the benighted in
Arkansas province. Use it to send EVOLU·
TION to twenty in the twilight zone, or
should I have said land of the midnight
sun:'-Marshall Dunn, New York.
THE CHOICE

IF YOU KNOW A STREET SPEAKER

1923

The Funnyme"tal preacher
Denies his monker blood;
"'ants his cbildren's teacher
To teach tbe~' sprang from mud!
"'by sbould he get the tlnmps
About hIs monl'ey blootl;
Isn't the moukry many jnmps
Aheatl of a lunf]) (.f mild"
-Rnh'Lyle.

"Send me 30 copies. Of all that I have
received, none remain in my possession,
owing to their seizure by interested
friends." Hymie Karshofsky, Tennessee.
"Please send complete set of EVOLUTION
and continue for the year. I already subscribe, but can't keep the copies. The
second set I shall have bound." CharlesW. Townsend, Massachusetts.
"Enclosed check for SlO as contribution
to your educational campaign on ignorance.
May your "aJuable work bring fruit."-:\1.
Zametkin.
"While we are not science teachers, We'
are professional women with University
degrees and are naturally interested to see
the battle against ignorance and bigotr)'
waged as vigorously as possible. Enclosed.
find check to aid in your campaign in
heathen Arkansas."-Misses C. Z. and F .
M. Hartman, Illinois.
"I have read with pleasure every number of EVOLUTlO:-I and wish to compliment
you on the magazine's excellent 'get-up'.
It is a much needed periodical and I wish
it every success." Stephen C. Preston,
Oregon.
''There is a mighty field for EVOLUTION.
I look forward to its gigantic growth and
success, and with all my heart I welcome
it and wish for its universal spread.'"
F. F. Berry, Calif.
"Send the splendid magazine to the five
addresses. Success and best of luck."
Benjamin Fine. New York.
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FOR ARKANSAS EDUCAnON
Since the people of Arkansas have to
vote on the question of evolution Novem·
bel' 6th, many who never bothered with
~uch subjects before want to know what
it is all about. A seed planted in this
receptive ground should bear fruit. We'll
plant twenty copies of EVOLUTION among
Arkansas voters for every dollar that you
remit "for Arkansas Education."
The following contributions have already
been received: Louise W. Kneeland ,$5;
Ellen R. and T. M. Nagle, $10; Frank
Masek, $4; A. A. Heller, $4; Misses C. Z.
and F. M. Hartman, $5; Rudolph Eicke·
meyer, $10; Chas. W. Townsend, $5; M.
Zametkin, SlO; Gustav Schmeman, $1.25;
M. Dunn, $1; G. M. Morris, $2; J. U.
Norris, $1; Geo. W. Van Pelt, $1; Mrs.
J. 0'. Beebe, $5; C. H. Dresser, $3; Chas.
Schuchert, $10; A Friend, $20; C. N.
Clauder, $1; Ernest Lilien, $1; H. 1. Gonor, $2; Czechoslovak Rationalist Federa·
tion, $10; S. W. Narregang, $2; Emil
Falk, $2; J oseph Wittek, S5; B. A. Levett,
$10; Chas. Fuchs, S5; J unius Henderson,
SS; G. J. Johnson, $5; Herald Wuerfel, SI;
Mrs. Earl Chichester, SI; H. G. Wyatt,
$1; Geo. H. Childs, $1; J ulius J anowitz,
$10; Mrs. F. M. Lachmund, 75c; A.
Marsh, $5; E. 1. Sumner, $1.

HONOR ROLL
The Honor Roll grows encouragingly.
This is the most practical and effective
work in the battle for intellectual freedom.
Let's enroll YOU in this list of DOERS.
Show this issue of EVOLUTION around un·
til you get at least five subscribers.
5 Geo. Wolpert
40 Tobias Sigel
21 Fr. Masek
5 B. Roman
20 L. D. Raynolds
5 D. B. Cameron
15 G. Schmeman
5 Anna Johannson
12 Emil Falk
5 C. D. Cunningham
10 D. A. Newman
5 J. J. Klein
10 E. Dymacek
5 C. D. Foreman
10 Joseph Wittek
4 Clifton Benson
10 A. W, Hellftrom 4 Wm. E. Leonard
4 Fred U. Weiss
9 J. H. Riley
9 A. Kroll
4 B. M. Davis
8 W. T. Knight
4 Tyomies
6 Chas. Benedict
4 H. Winogradoff
6 1. J aenichen
4 H. P. Thompson
4 E. G. Clemmer
6 S. A. Knopf
5 J. S. Langley
3 J. Brezowski
5 A. B. Cohen
3 Fred Willson
5 N. R. Barrett
3 C. P. Gillette
5 A. Berthelot
3 C. R. D. S. Oakford

AIMEE IN ENGLAND
The Reverend Aimee Semple McPher·
son is 1I0W holding fonh in Albert Hall in
London. In view of the report that 150
cities in England have asked for her serv·
ices we reprint for the consolation of our
British friends the following from E. W.
Howe's Monthly:
THE REVEREND
AIMEE McPHERSON.
Every time Aimee McPherson advertises a religious meeting, and attracts a
considerable audience, I blush for the
race to which I belong;
For all those who attend such meetings
in sober eamestness, and accept what
she says as important, are pitiful evi·
dences of degeneration;
I wonder that statistics of such at·
tendance are not collected widely, printed
as matters of alarm, and something done

EVOLUTION

"IF

YOU do nothing to help make the
world better, you help to make it
worse. If you do nothing to overthrow
tyranny, you assist in maintaining it. If
you fail to fight for freedom, you aid in
enslaving your friends. If you are not a
propagandist for truth, you are a supporter
of error."-Queen Silver.
HEIR OF ALL THE AGES, by N. K.
·McKechnie, Bobbs·Merrill Co.
$3.50.

Here is a story told in reverse, the beginning last and the end first. The end
is Mr. Hamilton Smith, a strap·hangcr
like you and me, who clerks downtown
and chews gum. He is not an adventurous
soul at all, but he certainly did have
ancestors who got their thrills. He is not
a 'bit proud of them, what he knows of
them, but he certainly ought.
There was Wat the Wagoner who loses
a night's sleep only four generations ago;
then Hubert the Smith who marches to
the King in the Revolt of the Peasants
back in the fourteenth century. StiJI further back, Oswulf the Briton waif finds a
kind father among the new Saxon masters
of England. That was forty-five gellcrations ago; the next is seventy·five. Cona::,
the Druid boy, joins the blood-feud uf
his Briton master to win a sweetheart and
fame. Long before that, Ith the husband·
man narrowly escapes death and deification that the viJIage crops may grow.
Skipping another six thousand years, we
see the uncouth Hu. migrant, woo his
fisher-maiden of the lake-dwellings. Long,
long before that, Firestick, he of the fire
magic, weathers the great Mediterranean
flood when the Atlantic waters break
through the Gibraltar land-bridge between
Europe and Africa. An earlier ancestor
was Twice-Born, lucky, though he and
his kin must needs follow the great reindeer herd food-supply across the cold
wastes of the Ice Age. And so on, plung·
ing back through the hundreds of thous·
ands and even millions of years; Fuzzy·
Wuz, the lusty voiced ape·man who es·
capes Sabre·Tooth, the tiger; then Out·
cast, the man-ape, who dies a heroic
death; Chat-Chat, monkey·like dweller in
a tree-top paradise; little Possie, first of
the mammals, who watches the mighty
dinosaurs do battle; Flip, the lizard, who
loses his tail, but grows a new one; and
so on, back through ancestral flesh, fish
and worm. Such are the progenitors of
Mr. Hamilton Smith, heir of all the ages.
Mr. I\IcKechnie knows his boys and
tells their killd of a story. No boy can
resist these viv,id tales and no boy will
fail to understand this panoramic story
of the upward climb of tne human race.
And that includes tomboys.

A. S. B.
to help save these poor wretches, as we
now endeavor to help other unfonunates.
The I\1cPherson woman has no intelligence, no message, no morals, and no.
honest way of making a living. The fact
that certain persons go to such a crea·
tnre for help is serious indictment of the
human race.

P AGE

THIRTEEN

GROWING UP, by Karl de Scb.wllinit~,
The MacmiJIan Company, S1.75.
Parents who have wanted a good book
for their children on the facts and mean·
ing of sex will find it at last in this most
excellent work by de Schweinitz. With
its clear simplicity and beautiful pictures,
it reads like a child's story book. It is
just that to the child, a delightful, new
story about himself.
The approach is
natural and easy, through flowers, fishes
and birds to the mammals and ourselves.
The entire story is told, the organs and
their functions, the sperm and the egg,
the meaning of sex love; it is all here,
nothing held back, no forbidden or de·
ferred mysteries. The tone, too, is just
right,-natural and intimate as a child,
without a trace of sentimentality and of
moralizing. It will spare parents much
embarrassment, for when you stop to think
of it, the embarrassment is all theirs, not
the child's. The child will be only delighted and probably will come question·
ing happily to learn more of the thrilling
story. This book wiJI start him on the
way of clean and frank and healthful
thinking.

I'

A. S. B.
EVOLUTION BOOK SERVICE
96 Fifth Ave., New York, N. Y.
Send tbe items cbeeked to undersigned:
THIS PUZZLIXG PLANET: Euwin
Tenney Brewster
$4.00
THE FALLS 01,' NIAGARA: Glenn
C. Forrester
$2.50
GROWI::-;-G UP; Rarl de Scbweinitz .. 1.75
HEIR OF ALL THE AGES: ]lIcKecbnie 3.50
PICTURE BOOK OF EYOLU'l'IO::-;-:
Dennis HiI'd
3.75
CRE.~TION BY EVOLUTIO::-;-: Edited
by Frances Mason
$5.00
THE BRAIK FROM APE TO YAN:
Frederick Tilney
$25.00
LET FREEDO]li RI::-;-G: Artbur Garfield Hays
2.50
EVOLUTIO" FOR JOHN DOE: Ward 3.50
EXPLORING THE u"IVERSE: Hensbaw Ward
3.50
DAR"'IN, TilE MAN A)<D illS WAR·
FARE: Hensbaw Ward
5.00
WAR 0" MODERN SCIENCE: May·
nard Sbipley
3.00
:Ill' HERESY: Bisbop Wm. M. Brown 2.00
CO::-;-CER::-;-I::-;-G MAN'S ORIGI::-;-: SII'
Artbur Keitb
2.00
HISTOR Y OF WARFARE OF SClE!\CE
WITH THEOLOGY: Wbite (2 'ols.) 0.00
OL:TLI::-;-P; OF :liA::-;-'S Rl\'OWLEDGE:
Clement Wood
5.00
SCIE"CEJ VS. DOGMA: C. T. Sprading 1.50
MICROBE) HUNTERS: Paul de Krulf 3.50
WHY WE BEHAVE LIKE HG:liAN
3.50
BEINGS: Georere A. Dorsey
ORIGIN OF SPECIES: DQrwln
1.00
MA::-;-'S PLACE IN NATURE: Huxley 1.00
CREATIO)<:
NON-EVOLUTIOXARY
THEORIES: Brewster
3.00
RIDDLE
OF
THE
l'::-;-IVr.n"E:
Haeel;eI .. . . . . . . . . .
.
2.50
TEll BTBLB r::-;-:lfASKED: Jo"epb
Lewis
1.00
THE STORY OF THE INQl'I"ITTON 2.0n
r-VOT,l''rTn,,: :\fonthly, One Year ... ~1.00
(Write VERY plainly)
Amoun t enclosed $ .....
::-;-ame
Street
& No......
City &.
State ...
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DR. N. S. HANOKA

THE TRUTH SEEKER

DENTAL SURGEON
Hll:h Class Dentistry
At Moderate Prices
65 WEST 117th STREET
University 8950
New York, N. Y.

Freethought Weekly
Established 1873
GEORGE E. McDONALD, Editor
Three months, $1.
Foreign, $1.15
~ational

~9

AMERICAN SECULAR UNION
stands for the principles proclaimed in the
Nine Demands of Liberalism, or the complete separation of church and state. Organized 1876. Incorporated 1900 tinder the
laws of Illinois. A representative national
organization managed by a board of direc.
tors elected by the membership every third
year. Annual membership, $1.00; Life,
$10.00. Address all communications 10
W. 1. Maclaskey, Secretary, P. O. Box
1109. Chicago. Illinois.

HEALTH FOOD, Not Breakfast Food
Food for every meal and for every ailing
person-has stood the public test 29 years.
Tyler's Macerated (whole) Wheat Combination-fruit, nuts, etc. (no drugs)-tasty,
ready to eat-banishes constipation at onee,
restoring normal health and strength. Incomparable for women In delicate cOIJ(Iltion. Send dollar or check for week's supply on a Dloney-ba~k guarantee. BYRON
TYLER (Established 1899), 1920 Gibraltar
Bldg., Kansas City, Mo.

In The Off Years Wise Men
Provide for Times of Stress
Only 9 legislatures met in 1928; 43
..-ill meet In 1929, and many of them
will have anti-evolution measures presented before them.
Fundamentalists are planning their
campaign; why not E,olutionists?
Join the Science League of America
uow. Help build up its strength. 'Ye
need your help 1\OW, that we may not
be caught unprepared to defend freedom of teaching and research when
lh. Big Fight starts again in 1929.
')ues $.3 a year; life mem bersh\p ~2;'
"'rIte for Leaflet 'md Application Blank

VESEY STREET, NEW YORK

-t

. . '·1

The 'Unknown" aud "Unknowa ble"
become Known by KERR'S DISCOVERIES of the Truths of Xature, that
the Uni,erse contains no Real God, that
man has no soul, and that death ends
life, mind and consciousness forever.
All about it 10 "The Junior Text
Book." The most ,alllable of all books
for even'one. Only 25 cents, postpaid.
Address the Author,
W. H. KERR,
Pre.id"nt of the Church of Humanity
Great Bend,

Kansas

WORKS DEALIXG WITH EVOLU'l'lO'"
A B C of E,olution, Jos. )!cCabe .... ~L'jO
Eas~' Outline of E,o]ution,
-,
Dennis HiI'd
.00
E,olution of )!an, Wm. Boelsche
.GO
L~st 'Vords on Evolution,
Ernst Haeckel
.
1.2:;
Order of Creation, Huxley, Gladstone .2J
)lan's Place in Nature, T. H. ·Huxley .<>0
Story of Creation, Edw. Clodd
.50
Triumph of F.,olution, Jos. )lcCabe.. .2::.
To be obtained of
THE TRUTH SEEKER CO
49 Yesey St., l\ew York, "'. Y., U. S. A.
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A boarding school for bo)'s, located

'I

I

20 miles west of Paris, specializing
in preparation for American Col-

I

lege Board examinations.

I
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Science League of America \1
Incorporated
l
504 GilIette Bldg., San Francisco, Ca!.

1928
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own farm. cows, etc., and plenty of
playing fields.

I

New dormitory and

gymnasium built last year. Ameri-
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can

ideas of sanitation, lighting,

etc.

Excellent science laboratories

and manual training room.
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different Jlnes of business. No matter
'what ~,.our business. in thIs book you
'''ill find the number or your prospective c.ustomers listed.

Valuable informa !lon Is also given as to
how you can use the mails to secure
orders and lnqulrles for YQur products
or serVIces.

Address inquiries to

Wrlr. for Your FREE Con:!

R. L. POLl( &
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Detroit, Mich.
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American Executive Secretary
Box 675, Amherst, Mass.

Save Arkansas!
SHALL EVOLUTION BE OUTLAWED?
Another American state is menaced. The first anti-Evoluti{)n referendum ever held occurs in Arkall.sas,
November 6th.
Orthodox Christians, organizing rural ignorance, seek to emasculate education by denying
children the truth of M{)dern Science. There is no opposition, except a group of compromising, camouflaging,
scared-ta-death pussy-footers, who dare not attack Christianity or the Bible, behind which the Enemy takes
refuge.

THE AMERICAN ASSOCIATION FOR THE ADVANCEMENT OF ATHEISM
theref{)re, from necessity, declares war on both parties.
powerful anti-religious tracts ever written:

As ammunition, the A. A. A. A. uses the two most

"GODLESS EVOLUTION"
AND "THE BIBLE IN THE BALANCE" By CHARLES SMITH, 4A President
These Atheistic masterpieces (4-page folders {)f 8,000 words each) will be broadcast throughout the state and
wherever the Church invades the School.
A fund of $10,000 is needed at {)nce to save Arkansas from intellectual darkness-from the disgrace into
which Tennessee and Mississippi have fallen. Mr. Smith a native of the state, will return ·there to direct the
campaign. We must stop the Fundamentalists. The 4A appeals to every Evolutionist for aid in this important
fight.
Send membership (dues, $1 a year), order for trac:s (lOO for $J; samples free) and CO~TRIBUTION to
the SAVE ARKA.."1SAS FUND to

WOOLSEY TELLER, General Secretary,
\Y}I€,Jl writillg

311Y(.:'rrj~l·rs nlea~e

119 E. 14th Street, New York City
mClltion r:"olution
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From the T orture-Dungeons
of the Inquisition

,

.•.

comes this

Tragic Revelation
I

.......

f is with a chilling shudder of horror that modern people
look back

quisition.

upo~

the fearful persecutions of the "Holy" In-

Shame and fear have kept the facts concealed.

But

.•.. '.'.-'

now the torture-dungeons speak from their blood-stained stones
'.,::.'.

and gi\"e up their gruesome secrets; the whole story is told in all
its grim details.

The tragic revelations of persecution and tor·

ture have been torn out of the hidden records.

Now they stand

exposed to all the world in this one, splendid, fascinating, daring

.r ' .:-. ~"'~
I

volume-"THE STORY OF THE INQUISITION."

~};,:;-~.'::~: ..

r';:\::: .. :<

NOW COMPLETE IN ONE VOLUME

:-- . . .~ . . .

,

Over 600 pages--- M ore than 100 lllustratlons---only

The Papal InquIsition
Inquisitors of the Sea
Methods of Torture
Description of an Auto·de·Fe
Licentious Judges
Corruption In Office
Curse and Excommunication
A. Holy Trinity of Parasites
The Martyrdom of Bruno
Tbe Persecution of Jews
The Persecution of Protest3nts
The Jesuits
The Witchc·raft Delusion
The Pope, the King, and the
Spoils
Disreputable Cbaracter of Inquisitors
Female Sla,es in Demand
A Vice Society·
The InquisitIon in England
Prosecutions in GermanY
An Inquisitorial Seraglio
The Persecution of Galileo
The Crusades
The Contlict Between Religion
and Science.

Profusely illustrated with more
than 100 pictures taken from
original wood·cuts found in old
manuscn'pts during the time of
!he Inquisition.

Address

..

City and State

.

n

A limited number of copies of "The Story of
the Inquisition" lla,e heen bound in rich Artcraft
Leather with title stamped in gold. If wanted add
$~.OO to your remittance.
n Check here if you oesire the booJ, sent C.o.n.
Orders from ontside the tJ. S. sbould be accompanied by money order for $-0,.2;;.

(\Vben writing to aoYertisers please mention E,olution.)
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"

.:.' :.'" -, :, ..

NEVER before has it been possible to get
the truth told without fear or favor.
the "'hole appalling story of the InThis Edition Limited
quisition into one volume. The records were
scattered across half of Europe; and if not
MAIL COUPON NOW
destroyed were kept well hidden by those
:M.OST books .contalnlng 000 pages with oyer
who feared the effects of their damning
100 illustrations u~uaJJr cost $i.OO to
exposures.
~10.00. But bec~use "Tbe Story of the InBut cautiously and bravely a group of his·
quisltton" is so '·ast!~· important, and will
torians have collected the facts. They have
be wanted b~' so many thousands of people.
searched Papal bulls, court records, ecclesiwe have decided 10 orrer a limited number
astical files, royal archives for exact and
of copIes at the remarkabl~' Iow price of only
authentic names, dates and numbers. Ancient
S3 (plus 20 cents for delh'ery cllarges). Due
manuscripts have been discovered full of
to the tremendous cost of printing such a
pictures of the Inquisition tortures.
large book. it is not known how long we
All of it has been put into this one massiYe
can continue to otIer this daring, fasclnatiug
volume of 600 pages. The facts you can read
yolume at such a hargain. The neAt edition
in this book-perhaps for t1,e first time-are
mav cost more. Tberefore, make sure that
more amazing and more startling than we can
~-o~ get your cop~' now while the low price
hope to describe. You must read the hook
Is stilI a,·ail~ble. ::IIall the coupon at oncc.
itself to grasp the whole grim
THE
FREETHOUGHT
PRE~S ASS~., Dept. EV2.
story. Only in this daring, fas·
~50 West 54th St., New York.
cinating hook do you learn the
I accept your special offer to sec·ure a copy of
"Tbe Storv of the Inquisition" in one complete Yolnames and titles of the arch·
ume
and'I endose remittance for $3.20 (which in·
criminals. Only here can you get
c'Judes delivery charges) for which ~'ou are to send
the a uthenl ic records of their
me tbis ,aluable book prepaid.
greed, their lewdness, their torName
..
tures, their crimes.
Here is the hook for which
the world has waited nearly
500 years: "THE STORY OF
THE INQUISITION"; complete and unexpurgated, written for all people who want

,
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OVER 100 ILLUSTRATIONS

Partial Contents of
"THE STORY OF
THE INQUISITION"
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JOSEPH McCABE

.[
·.·.1
j

Available for Lectures

.1

1

Joseph McCabe is open for a limited number of lecture
engagements in the United States under the auspices of
EVOLUTION. Details on request.
This bare announcement will probably bring far more
applications for dates than Dr. McCabe can fill.
Preference will be given to those that apply first and
promise the greatest success.
In writing for terms, please explain your facilities for
handling a McCabe lecture, and why your city should be
favored with a date.
Address: EVOLUTION, 96 Fifth Ave., New York, N. Y.
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THE WAR ON MODERN SCIENCE

:. !

".~ ..',< .

By !l1AYNARD SHIPLEY
President, Science League of America

(/. ).
~~

A short History of the Fundamenta1ist
Attacks on Evolution and Modernism.
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PITHECOPHOBIA

·"."i

WANTED: BACK NUMBERS-

Traces the far·flung battle line between the army of
reaction and modern science State by State. $3.00.

SCIENCE VERSUS DOGMA
By CHARLES T. SPRADING
President, The Libertarian League

Upholds Evolution and Makes a Smashing
Counter-Attack Against the Dogmatists.
A splendid campaign handbook. $1.50.
Both, postpaid, $4-.00. Order from

~ ~.<!'.:.
~. ".1

EVOLUTION, 96 5th Ave., New York, N. Y.

;'' ,: .~. '
.;.~ ......; :

All back numbers of EVOLUTION are in demand. Any·
one having unsold copies will confer a great favor by
ret urning them, especially numbers 1, 2 and 3.
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IS THERE A FORUM IN YOUR TOWN?
,-.{

HAS IT EVER OCCURRED TO YOU

j

that if you do not help spread enlightenment you are to that extent responsible for
existing ignorance and resulting evils? Of
what use is your clear understanding unless
you share it with others?

BUT DON'T MAKE A NuisANCE
of yourself by trying to argue them out of
their superstitions. Start with the thin edge
of the wedge. Simply get them to subscribe
for EVOLUTION.

SURELY YOU HAVE FRIENDS
who would enjoy EVOLUTION as well as
you. Let's have their subscriptions too.
One year to one address $1; to three addresses $2; to
five or more addresses SOc each (foreign 60c).

EVOLUTION, 96 Fifth Avenue, New York, N. Y.

1:

:1

Many Forums and Clubs are making a little extra cash
by handling EVOLUTION. Why not yours? Write for a
monthly bundle. Rate: 6c per copy on consignment with
return privilege; 5c if paid in advance. Retails at 10c.

WORKING YOUR WAY THROUGH
SCHOOL?
In every High School and College some wide·awake
student can pick up many extra dollars as EVOLUTION
agent. Thousands of $tudents and teachers will subscribe
for EVOLUTION the minute they see it. A generous corn·
mission is allowed to students engaging in this work.
Write for our offer, telling what school or college you
attend.
EVOLUTION, 96 Fifth Avenue, New York, N. Y.
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WE KNEW YOU WOULD WANT MORE
The Proofs of Evolution by Henshaw Ward will be complete in three issues of EVOLUTION, numbers 8, 9 and 10.
But the people for whom these articles were especially
written, the very ones who need them most, can be reached
only if YOU supply them.
We felt so sure that you would want to do this after
reading this issue that we printed an extra edition to fill
your orders.
Rate: five extra copies of this and the next :wo i5sues,
75c; ten each month for three months $1.50, etc. Get a
Bundle and Get Busy,
EVOLUTION, 96 Fifth Avenue, New York, N. Y.
",

